NREL/NWTC Gearbox Reliability Collaborative Database GearFacts Software
The Gearbox Reliability Collaborative (GRC) is a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)/National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) project to identify and understand premature failure of components in wind turbine gearboxes. These failures are a leading source of unplanned expense in the operation of commercial wind turbines. Analysis and root cause correction of these failures is critical to enhancing the commercial viability of wind power as a sustainable energy source. A key component of the overall GRC effort is the creation of a database of gearbox failure history. To this end, NREL has developed a software application called GearFacts that will be distributed to Database Collaborative participants to capture failure information when gearboxes are rebuilt. This publication names and describes each field used in GearFacts and can be used as a reference to the software's design.
GearFacts software will be used at the time of a rebuild to guide rebuilders in defining and entering gear and bearing failure details including a photographic record of failure mechanisms. The owner of the gearbox will be able to use any information they have entered to maintain their own rebuild records and to produce reports on their fleet of gearboxes. The research community will be able to use aggregated data from the database to develop statistics on gearbox failure mechanisms, failure timing and, in some cases, costs. The aggregated reporting system will be secured and 'sanitized' to remove identifying data which might convey ownership (or other proprietary) information. In addition, participants in the collaborative will be able to access and utilize data from the testing and analysis portions of the GRC.
For more information about the GRC and its background and proposed research agenda, please see "Improving Wind Turbine Gearbox Reliability" (NREL conference paper CP-500-41548), May 2007. You can access this paper at: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy07osti/41548.pdf.
MetaData Collection Elements
The list below describes the metadata elements associated with a gearbox inspection in the Gearbox Reliability Collaborative. The date the gearbox was installed on this turbine.
Gearbox startup date
The date this gearbox first went into operation.
Gearbox shutdown date The date this gearbox was shutdown due to fault.
Gearbox removal date
The date this gearbox was removed from the turbine.
Cumulative run time hours
The total amount of time this gearbox has run since last rebuild. Turbine OK hours SCADA data which may be unavailable during rebuild. 
